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Small C Compiler is a very small and efficient C
compiler for Microsoft Windows platforms. It can be

used to generate C code for example to create any
application that uses a C-like language. The output

can be interactive or it can be interpreted and
executed. The generated code is optimized and can be

used as a C stub to be extended. In addition to the
generated code, the compiler produces a p-code
(portable assembly code) which can be used by

another compiler to generate code for any platform.
Features: * Compile with /Zi, /Fa, /O1, /O2, /Zi_, /Zi
* Support of C statements, C expressions, C operators

and C builtins * Support of function calls, function
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type decls, preprocessor directives * Compile with
any preprocessor * Support of C++ code * Support of

statement blocks, loops, header files * Support of
external and static libraries * Allow user to compile
directly to binary or p-code. * Almost full Unicode
support * Support of macro definitions * Support of

C++ directives * Support of C++ exceptions *
Generate standard and Windows deprecated warnings
* Support of C++ classes and C structs * Support of
basic character types * Support of C++ templates *

Support of C++ keywords * Support of "true", "false"
and "NULL" * Support of C++ constants,

enumeration types and typedef * Support of C++11
constexpr * Support of C99 sizetraits * Support of
C99 floating-point numbers * Support of the C99
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hexfloat format * Support of the C99 complex types
* Support of C99 restrict keyword * Support of C99

long double keywords * Support of C99 long long
keyword * Support of C99 alignof keyword * Support

of C99 alignas keyword * Support of C99 atomics
keywords * Support of C99 __thread keyword *

Support of C99 __weak keyword * Support of C99
__nothrow keyword * Support of C99 __vector
keyword * Support of C99 __builtin keyword *

Support of C99 __clang__ keyword * Support of C99
__sferror keyword * Support of C99 __errno
keyword * Support of C99 __fcntl keyword *

Support of C99 __fdatas
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This small application is intended to be a C compiler
for assembly language, however it is useful for C

language developers as well since it allows them to
create the p-code for any C code that they need. The
size of the project is not big; there are only 17 files,
which total about 1.7 MB. When the application is

run, it will print a p-code file. The size of the
resulting file could be as large as 26 KB, so it is

advised to keep a copy of this file somewhere else. P-
code files are just ASCII files containing three

different sections. Each section is preceded by the
command string, which delimits the portion for which
the file is created. When the compiler is run, the file

will be created in the same folder as the original
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C source code. Small C Compiler Runs from
Command Prompt: Small C Compiler was developed
in Visual Studio 2008 Professional. The requirements

are Windows, the.NET Framework and the.NET
Framework SDK. The last two are free, while the

first has to be purchased, since the project is
considered commercial. Developed in Visual Studio
with the Express edition, Small C Compiler does not
need to be purchased. Since Small C Compiler was

made for developers that want to use the original code
they have written in C, without compromising its

efficiency, one of the advantages is that it does not
need the full source code of the.NET Framework.
The compiling process is performed in three steps:

The source code is translated into C code that is
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created by the Small C Compiler. This object will be
then converted into assembly language code by the

Small C Compiler. The assembly code is then
compiled into object code by the.NET Framework

compiler. Small C Compiler Command Line Syntax:
Small C Compiler is a command line utility. To create
the p-code file, simply specify the C source code file
in the command line argument field and type the p-
code file name in the output field. There are more

details about the commands available in the help file.
Command line options: Small C Compiler -h: The
target of the command line arguments is to provide
support for all the options available in the help file.

There is a section in which one can learn more about
the options 6a5afdab4c
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The small C compiler is an IDE for developing C
programs. It is designed to facilitate the development
process of C programs, offering simplified and
effective capabilities for writing, debugging, testing,
compiling, packaging, and distributing the projects.
Its goal is not to replace any previously
existing compilers, but instead to make the C
development process more intuitive and accessible
for everyone. With this aim, Small C Compiler takes
advantage of the numerous features offered
by modern compilers in the following ways: Full
command-line interface for compiling,
debugging, packaging, packaging and distribution,
control and testing of the program; First-pass,
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fast, accurate conversion to C source code; Tool-
agnostic features; Highly optimized code for *nix and
Windows versions; Support for standard compilers,
integrated tools, IDEs, versioning; Support for
common programming languages in one platform
(e.g. JavaScript, Java); Rich and powerful variable
type system; Secure and clean hashing techniques;
With the usage of a simple graphical user interface
(as shown in the following screenshot) and a unique
and highly intuitive interface, you can choose
between the following four language modes: *C
Development Mode*, *C Compilation Mode*, *C
Minimal Mode* and *C Documentation Mode*.
Supported Features: - Compile, Build, Test, Debug,
Package, Distribution, PDF. - Import, Export and
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Update Templates - Variables, Constants and Binary
Types. - Project Structure - Concatenated or
Compound Statements. - Header inclusion, Footer
inclusion, i.e. #include and /// comments -
Expressions, Statements, Statements Inlists and
Sequences - Type declarations and function
prototypes - You can check your project instructions,
and see the possibility of error detection. - Helper
components for setting, modifying, repairing, etc. -
Basic syntax highlighting - 'Make' - command line
tool allowing you to compile, distribute, build, zip
your code - 'Cmake' - IDE template-based app with
ability to set environment variables, run your scripts -
'Process Builder' - IDE-based 'p-code generator' with
ability to execute your scripts - Project Scripting -
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Support for *nix and Windows 10
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64bit system recommended)
Processor: Intel Core i3, AMD Athlon II, AMD
Sempron, Intel Pentium M, AMD Duron, AMD
Duron Memory: 3 GB Graphics: 2 GB Video: 2 GB
Hard Drive: 3 GB Additional Notes: If the installation
crashes in the middle of the installation process, press
F8 to get into the BIOS menu. Languages available:
English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Polish,
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